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Abstract1

Understanding the roles of ion currents is crucial to predict the action of pharmaceuticals2

and also to guide clinical interventions in the heart, brain and other electrophysiological sys-3

tems. Our ability to predict how ion currents contribute to cellular electrophysiology is in turn4

critically dependent on the characterization of ion channel kinetics. We present a method for5

rapidly exploring and characterizing ion channel kinetics, using the hERG channel, responsible6

for cardiac IKr current, as an example. We fit a mathematical model to currents evoked by7

a novel 8 second sinusoidal voltage clamp. The model is then used to predict over 5 minutes8

of recordings in the same cell in response to further voltage clamp protocols, including a new9

collection of physiological action potentials. Our technique allows rapid collection of data from10

single cells, produces more predictive ion current models than traditional approaches, and will11

be widely applicable to many ion currents.12

13

14
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1 Introduction17

Mathematical models of ion channels are a quantitative expression of our understanding of the18

probability of the channel existing in different conformational states (typically, closed, open and19

inactivated) and the rates of transition between these states1,2. There have been some notable20

advances in deriving mathematical models for ion channel behavior3–7, with some stressing the21

need for validation/testing of the model using data from the same cell8. In this paper we present22

a new approach, based on novel short protocols and parameter inference techniques, which we23

demonstrate by constructing an improved ion channel model.24

The KCNH2 gene (also known as hERG) has been shown to encode the primary subunit of the25

voltage-gated ion channel Kv11.1 that carries the rapid delayed rectifier potassium current (IKr)
9,10.26

In this article we focus on mathematical modeling of hERG channel kinetics, demonstrating our27

approach by constructing an improved model of this ion channel. hERG plays important roles in28

the brain11; gastrointestinal tract12; uterine contractions13; cell-proliferation and apoptosis14 and29

cancer progression15, but IKr is best known as a repolarizing cardiac ion current. The channel is30

susceptible to binding and blockade by pharmaceutical compounds, which is strongly linked to many31

cases of drug-induced pro-arrhythmic risk16,17. Mathematical modeling of cardiac electrophysiology,32

including IKr, forms a core part of a new proposal for routine in vitro and in silico safety assess-33

ment to replace a human clinical drug safety study18,19. A wide range of different mathematical34

models have been proposed to describe IKr (details of literature models are given in Supplementary35

Material B, Table B1). We note that these models were developed to describe different species, cell36

types, temperatures and isoforms, so variation is to be expected. Figure 1 shows predicted current37

under three different voltage clamps for 29 literature models. Unfortunately, even models for the38

same conditions do not provide consistent predictions.39

The first models of ion channel kinetics were proposed by Hodgkin & Huxley20, and relatively40

little has changed in the methods used for construction of mathematical models of ion channel gating41

since the original seminal work in 1952. The traditional approach is to fit peak currents and time42

constants of current activation/decay after clamping to fixed voltages; to assemble current/voltage43

(I–V) and time-constant/voltage (τ–V) curves; and to describe these curves with interpolating44

functions. Condensed voltage-step protocols have been suggested as the basis of optimized experi-45

ments that provide information about ion channel kinetics faster than experiments to construct I–V46

curves21,22; and optimized current and voltage step clamps have been used to optimize the fitting of47

maximal conductances in action potential models23. Single sinusoid voltage clamps have been pre-48

viously been explored for choosing between possible Shaker channel models that were parameterized49

using traditional voltage step clamps24.50

In this study, we extend these ideas and propose an 8second sinusoid-based voltage protocol,51

designed to explore the kinetics of the hERG channel, and use this protocol to record hERG currents52

from CHO-cells that are over-expressing hERG1a. These recordings are then used to parameterize53

a mathematical model of the ion current. We then validate the model by predicting the response54

to both standard voltage-step protocols and physiologically-relevant action potential clamps: an55

unprecedentedly thorough independent validation for a model of ion channel kinetics. Our approach56

uses a substantially shorter experimental recording to construct the ion channel model than the usual57

approach based on time constants and peak currents from a series of voltage-step protocols. As a58

consequence of the high information content of the short protocol, we are able to generate cell-specific59

models that advance our understanding of variability of ion currents between cells. Our methodology60

will be applicable to many ion channels, both in the heart and other electrophysiological systems.61
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Figure 1: Current predictions from literature models of IKr, and diagram of the ex-
perimental procedure used in this study. A: predictions from 29 literature models of IKr

in response to different voltage-clamp protocols: (i) a voltage-step; (ii) an action potential; and
(iii) an action potential displaying pathological properties. Currents are normalized such that the
maximal conductance is equal to one; i.e. we plot the open probability multiplied by the driv-
ing voltage (model references are listed in Table B1 in Supplementary Material B). B: top — a
schematic representation of the experimental procedure used for this study over time (not to scale).
A simple activation step protocol is repeated in the sections marked ‘Pr0’, before moving on to the
highlighted section (enlarged below) where data used in the study were recorded. The recording
protocols ‘Pr1–7’ are performed twice, once before dofetilide addition, and once after, with the
hERG current isolated by subtraction. For full details of the protocols please refer to the Online
Methods 4.2.
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2 Results62

2.1 Experimental Protocol63

In Figure 1B we provide an overview of the experimental approach, denoting the sequence of voltage64

clamp protocols we performed as Pr0–Pr7. In each cell we recorded: a series of more conventional65

voltage-step protocols designed to explore activation (Pr1–3), inactivation (Pr4) and deactivation66

(Pr5); a new protocol composed of a series of action potential clamps (Pr6 — composed from67

simulated action potentials from models representing diverse species, pacing frequencies, and in68

both healthy and repolarization-failure conditions); and our new 8 s sinusoidal voltage protocol69

(Pr7, shown in Figure 2, full details of all protocols are given in the Online Methods 4.2).70
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Figure 2: The sine wave protocol and example recordings. A: Top row: The full sinusoidal
voltage protocol (Pr7). Middle row: Simulations of expected behavior in response to this protocol
from existing IKr and hERG models, normalized by scaling the conductance value for each model
to minimize the absolute difference between each trace and a reference trace. For calculation of the
reversal potential, a temperature of 21.5 °C was used to match the mean experimental conditions.
Bottom row: Raw data (following leak and dofetilide subtraction) from experimental repeats
at room temperature from 9 cells. Experimental traces have been scaled, to remove the effect of
different maximal conductances, by a factor chosen to minimize the absolute differences between
each trace and a reference experimental trace (that with the peak current during the sine wave
portion of the sine wave protocol). B: an enlargement of the highlighted sections of panel A. Whilst
there is some variation between cells in the experimental results, they are much more consistent
than the predictions from the different models.

In Figure 2 we present the novel sinusoidal protocol Pr7, the simulated predicted currents71
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from existing models, and the responses we recorded using the whole-cell patch clamp technique72

with hERG 1a-transfected CHO cells (details of the experimental methodology can be found in73

the Online Methods 4.1.1–4.1.3). The protocol is comprised of simple voltage steps and a main74

sinusoidal section that is in the form of a sum of three sine waves of different amplitudes and75

frequencies, here optimized to rapidly explore hERG channel kinetics. The steps are included to76

measure leak current and to provoke a large current to help identify maximal conductance (found77

to be helpful in preliminary work, see Supplementary Material A2.1). The frequencies of the sine78

waves are selected to cover the range of characteristic time constants known to occur in hERG79

channel gating (from millisecond to second timescales)25,26, whilst avoiding harmonics that would80

lead to repetitive in-phase signals. The amplitudes of the sine waves are selected to sweep over81

physiological voltage ranges. Details of the protocol parameters and an equation for the protocol82

are given in Online Methods 4.2.83

The sine wave protocol is of only eight seconds duration, which enables: efficient data collection,84

with training and validation data collected from the same cell; and the chance to make multiple85

interventions (such as the addition of drug compounds) since we can re-measure the full set of ion86

channel kinetics multiple times. The new protocol provokes from the existing literature IKr models87

an even wider array of different behaviors (middle panels in Figure 2A & B) than the existing88

voltage step or action potential clamps (Figure 1A); even among models constructed in/for similar89

conditions/species.90

We recorded the full set of voltage protocols (Pr1–7) twice. After the first set of recordings,91

in vehicle conditions, we add a moderate dose of dofetilide (0.3µM), allow the dofetilide-induced92

current block to reach equilibrium, and then repeat the full set of recordings. We leak-subtract93

each set of Pr1–7 recordings using the leak step at the beginning of Pr7 to estimate leak current94

resistance. Finally we subtract (the already leak-subtracted) second set of recordings from the first95

set, to obtain ‘dofetilide subtracted’ current traces, predominantly composed of dofetilide-sensitive96

hERG current. This procedure minimizes contributions from any endogenous currents (see Online97

Methods 4.4).98

2.2 Model Calibration99

We calibrate a mathematical model using only the sine wave protocol Pr7. The Hodgkin-Huxley20
100

structure of the model we use, and its corresponding model parameters, can be seen in Figure 3B.101

We independently fitted this model to each of the experimental current traces shown in Figure 2.102

For each cell, we obtain a probability distribution of estimates for each parameter that captures any103

observational uncertainty in the parameter values27,28. We used a global minimization algorithm29
104

followed by a custom-written Monte Carlo based Bayesian inference method (assuming uniform105

prior distributions, see Online Methods 4.7).106

The result of the fitting procedure for one cell is shown in Figure 3. The parameter set with107

maximum posterior density is shown in Figure 3A, demonstrating an excellent fit between experi-108

mental and simulated data. The resulting posterior probability density for the parameters obtained109

from this Bayesian inference approach is projected across each parameter in Figure 3C. We also110

tested that our approach is theoretically appropriate for inferring all parameters by using synthetic111

data studies, as described in Supplementary Material C. The plausible parameter space is very112

narrow: if multiple parameter set samples are taken from the distribution shown in Figure 3C, the113

resulting simulated current traces are indistinguishable to the eye. To quantify this, taking 1000114

samples we find that the 95% credible intervals for the simulated currents were always within at115

most either 3.45% or, in absolute terms, 0.0044 nA of the simulated current given by the maximum116

posterior density parameter set.117
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Figure 3: Model calibration. A: Top: the entire 8 second training protocol, bottom: an exper-
imental recording with the fitted model simulation overlaid (portion of the sine wave enlarged in
panel D). This simulation uses the maximum posterior density parameter set, denoted with crosses
in panel C. B: The model structure in Markov state diagram format, note that the symmetric
transition rates mean this is equivalent to a Hodgkin & Huxley20-style model with two independent
gates. Parameter values P1 to P8 define voltage (V )-dependent transitions (k) between conforma-
tional states. C: posterior distribution of single-cell derived model parameters. Probability density
distributions are shown for each parameter after fitting to the experimental data shown in panel A.
The parameter numbering corresponds to that shown in panel B. Crosses indicate the parameter set
with the maximum posterior density. The standard deviation of each of these distributions is less
than 0.5% of the maximum posterior density value. D: an enlargement of the highlighted region of
panel A.
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The results we present in Figure 3 are from a single cell with a good quality recording and a high118

signal:noise ratio (this choice of cell, and other cells’ predictions, are discussed later). We fit models119

on a cell-specific basis, and then also use averaged experimental data to create a single ‘averaged’120

model as described in Supplementary Material F. We will compare these approaches below. We121

provide all parameter values with the maximum posterior density for all models in Supplementary122

Table F11.123

2.3 Validation predictions124

Having trained our model to eight seconds of experimental data from the sine wave protocol Pr7, we125

now test its ability to predict more than 5 minutes of independent experimental behavior. We predict126

the current in response to traditional voltage-step protocols Pr1–5 (adapted from those previously127

used in the literature1), and also to a novel physiologically-inspired voltage clamp protocol comprised128

of multiple action potentials (Pr6). All recordings shown in Figures 3–5 are from the same cell,129

using the experimental procedure shown in Figure 1B.130

To make the predictions for Protocols Pr1–6 we performed simulations using the parameter set131

with the maximum posterior density in the fit to the sine wave (Pr7). As with the calibration132

protocol, all the predictions we will discuss below are indistinguishable by eye from the result of133

taking multiple samples from the distributions in Figure 3C and plotting a prediction for each of134

these parameter sets. We also compare the predictions from our new model with those from a135

sample of widely-used literature models25,30–33.136

In Figure 4, we show traditional voltage step protocols, experimental recordings and the sim-137

ulated predictions from the model. We also show some of the usual summary curves of the data,138

together with predicted summary curves from our model and a range of existing literature models139

(methods used to derive summary plots are given in the Online Methods 4.5, results for Pr1&2140

in Supplementary Material E). We can predict a wide range of current behavior in response to141

the standard voltage-step protocols, without having used any of this information to fit the model.142

Many of the current-voltage relationships and time constant-voltage relationships we predict in re-143

sponse to the traditional voltage-step protocols are closer to the experimental data than similar144

model-experiment comparisons in the literature (even when existing literature models, with more145

parameters, were fitted to similar data).146

Figure 5 shows the model prediction of the currents invoked in response to the physiologically-147

inspired action potential protocol Pr6, compared with the experimental recording (as shown in148

Figure 1B we used the first repeat of Pr6 for validation purposes, and the second as a quality149

control measure). Replicating behavior under action potentials is perhaps the most important150

requirement for a hERG channel model for use in physiological or pharmacological studies. The151

model is able to predict the response to all of the complex action potential protocol extremely well,152

and much better than existing models (even though we have scaled literature models’ maximal153

conductances (GKr) to fit this trace as well as possible in Figure 5).154

We provide a quantitative comparison of predicted current traces for our model and each of155

the literature models for Pr3–7 in Supplementary Table D6. In each case, the worst-performing156

literature model is a Hodgkin-Huxley style model. Yet our simple model, with the same structure, is157

able to provide significantly better predictions than even the Markov-type models, which are usually158

considered to be better representations of hERG kinetics1. Our methodology has resulted in a simple159

and highly predictive mathematical model, able to describe a wide range of physiologically-relevant160

behavior.161
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Figure 4: Validation predictions — currents in response to traditional voltage step
protocols. Each column of graphs corresponds to a validation step protocol: those commonly
used to study steady state activation, inactivation and deactivation (Pr3, Pr4, Pr5 in Figure 2)
respectively. A: the voltage protocols. B: experimental current traces. C: model response — all
are predictions using the maximum posterior density parameter set indicated in Figure 3C calibrated
to just the sine wave protocol. D: summary curves, either current–voltage (I–V) or time constant–
voltage (τ -V) relationships. These plots summarize the results in the relevant column. The model
prediction is shown in blue bold throughout, and the experimental recording with a dashed red
line. Note that the deactivation time constant we plot here is a weighted tau, described in Online
Methods 4.5. Note that some literature model predictions are missing from the summary plots as we
were either unable to fit exponential curves to ‘flat’ simulation output reliably; or the exponential
decay occurred in the opposite direction to experimental traces, and we considered the comparison
unwarranted. 8
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Figure 5: Validation prediction — the current in response to the action potential proto-
col. A: the voltage clamp protocol. B: a comparison of the experimental recording (red) and new
model prediction (blue). C & D: enlargements of the highlighted regions of panels A & B. E: the
same view of the experimental data in panel D, but here compared with predictions from literature
IKr models. Conductance, GKr, is scaled for each of the literature models to give the least square
difference between their prediction and these experimental data, i.e. we display a best-case scaling
for each of these models. A quantification of the error in our model prediction versus these literature
models is given in Supplementary Table D6: the performance shown in panels D and E holds for
the whole trace, so the mean error in predicted current across the whole protocol is between 18%
and 211% larger for the literature models’ predictions than for our sine-wave fitted model.
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2.3.1 Cell-specific validation162

In Figure 6A we present the maximum posterior density parameter values when repeating the above163

approach using data from nine different cells. The clustered parameter values demonstrate that164

parameters derived from different cells take similar values, giving us confidence that the procedure is165

reproducible and biophysically meaningful. There is more cell-to-cell variability in some parameters166

than others, which may be related to variability in the underlying physiological processes that167

they represent; supporting the value, and perhaps necessity, of a cell-specific approach. We also168

acknowledge that some parameters may be more or less sensitive to variability in experimental169

conditions such as temperature, residual background/endogenous currents, and imperfect dofetilide170

and/or leak subtraction.171

We order the cells in Figure 6 based on the lowest difference in leak resistance between the172

vehicle and dofetilide recordings of Pr7. This ordering gives a measure of recording stability, and is173

intended to be a surrogate for data quality. The cell presented above, in Figures 3–5, corresponds to174

Cell #5 of 9 under this ranking, so we obtain very good predictions even with our ‘median’ quality175

data. We show cell-specific predictions of the current-voltage relationship for the peak steady-state176

activation current for each cell-specific model in Figure 6B. While we focus on Cell #5 in the177

main text, Cells #1–4 also produce excellent cell-specific predictions (similar comparisons for other178

summary plots are in Supplementary Figures F8–F10).179

We also investigated the benefit in a cell-specific approach by building a model using averaged180

experimental data from all nine cells. We describe this approach in Supplementary Material F, and181

summarize the results in Supplementary Table F12. Generally, for the cells with the highest data182

quality (Cells #1–5) the cell-specific models provide better predictions than the average model, as183

we see for Pr4 when comparing colored cell-specific predictions and experiment with the black line184

for the average model in Figure 6B. The same trend holds for the action potential protocol Pr6,185

in 6/9 cells the cell-specific model provides less error than the average cell model — the largest186

improvement was 37% less error; for the remaining 3/9 cells where the average cell model provided187

better predictions, this was by at most 6%.188
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Figure 6: Cell-specific model parameters, and comparison of their predictions with cell-
specific experimental results. (A:) Plot of parameters (maximum posterior density values) for
nine cells obtained from training the model to the sinusoidal voltage protocol recorded on nine
different cells, together with parameters calibrated to average data (N.B. not the average of the
cell-specific parameters). The full set of parameter values are shown in Supplementary Material
Table F11 and the distributions for each parameter shown in Figure F7. (B:) Comparison of cell-
specific model predictions to cell-specific experimental recordings for the steady-state peak current
I–V curves. Each plot represents a different cell, model predictions are depicted by a bold colored
line, and dashed lines show values derived from the experimental data. The black lines (same on
each plot) represent the prediction from the model calibrated to averaged data (all of the cells’
data). Each subplot contains all of the other cells’ recordings and predictions in light grey in the
background to aid comparison and show the spread that we observed.
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3 Discussion189

In this paper we have presented a novel method for constructing mathematical models of ion channel190

kinetics. We used a sinusoidal voltage protocol to construct a simple model of hERG channel kinetics191

using just 8 seconds of recording, as opposed to a traditional approach that requires several minutes192

of voltage-step data. All of our experimental data can be collected from a single cell, whereas a193

typical approach necessitates the collection of data from a number of different cells.194

The conceptual shift is that channel kinetics should be summarized by mathematical model195

parameters, not a series of current-voltage (I–V) and time constant-voltage curves. In essence, the196

model is the current characterization, rather than something designed to fit I–V and time constant197

curves, which only represent a certain subset of possible behaviors of the current. By fitting directly198

to the experimental current traces, instead of using summary curves, we can also reduce the possible199

influence of subjective choices during the time-constant fitting process.200

We saw that our model is able to replicate the experimental training data very well (Figure 3).201

This is often the point at which literature approaches stop and conclude that a mathematical model202

is a good representation of ion channel kinetics (something that is also true more generally for203

mathematical models of biological processes). Instead, we performed an unprecedentedly thorough204

evaluation of the model by testing its ability to predict the behavior in response to a series of voltage205

clamp protocols it has not ‘seen before’ (both those traditionally used to characterize hERG channel206

kinetics, and also a new complicated series of action potential waveforms), all recorded from the207

same cell as the training data. The extremely good prediction from all our cell-specific models of208

the response to the complex action potential protocol is particularly remarkable (Figure 5). We are209

not aware of such a thorough, physiologically-relevant validation of an ion channel model having210

been performed before. Testing that we are able to predict the current response to a voltage pattern211

which may be observed in physiological or patho-physiological conditions is a particularly robust212

and useful way to validate a model, and critical if the IKr model is to be used to accurately predict213

cardiac electrical activity in healthy and potentially arrhythmic situations.214

There are still some aspects of the experimental behavior that are not replicated by our model.215

In particular, there is only one time constant of deactivation, and low voltage-dependence in the216

inactivation time constant (Figure 4). But then neither is the full range of behavior captured by any217

of the existing, more complex, models available in the literature; and we have shown that our model218

can provide better predictions of all the raw currents than the literature models in the majority219

of cases, even where summary curves are not predicted as accurately. The inability of our model220

to replicate all of the experimental data may be a consequence of using a simple Hodgkin-Huxley221

model formulation, although it is a commonly used structure for currents within action potential222

models.223

However, the simplicity of our model may also be the key to its success — with only eight224

kinetic parameters we have confidence that they are all being fitted well, and we have shown that225

there is low uncertainty in their values. As Pathmanathan & Gray27 and Mirams et al.28 have226

recently discussed, considering probabilistic uncertainty in our model parameters and predictions227

is evermore important as models begin to be used for safety-critical predictions such as the CiPA228

initiative18,19 and clinical applications34.229

A key limitation of our approach is that experiments have been performed in expression line230

cells, creating a hERG1a model; compared to native IKr current in cardiac cells which will have231

additional isoforms, subunits and regulation. To characterize IKr kinetics we plan to apply the232

methodology presented here in native myocytes, to make a model that is more applicable for use in233

cardiac safety testing and whole-organ simulations.234

The success of our approach in different ion channels will be heavily dependent on the precise235
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form of the sinusoidal protocol that is used, and in parallel work we are developing different strategies236

for optimizing the voltage protocol design for given currents. Previously, Bett et al.1 explored the237

behaviors of a subset of existing hERG channel models and concluded that the model proposed by238

Wang et al.25 was best able to replicate the activation kinetics of the hERG channel. In parallel work,239

we are extending the approach presented here for selecting and calibrating the most appropriate240

model structure for hERG channel kinetics (see Supplementary Material Figure B4 for the range of241

possibilities).242

We have demonstrated the advantages of a cell-specific mathematical modeling approach, ob-243

serving an overall improvement in model predictions using cell-specific models relative to a model244

made using averaged data. The approach therefore allows, for perhaps the first time, an exploration245

of both within-cell and between-cell variability in ion channel kinetics. The cell-specific predictions246

are particularly strong when using the highest quality data, highlighting the necessity of maintain-247

ing very high data quality for constructing accurate and robust mathematical models of ion channel248

kinetics.249

The significant time saving of our short protocol opens up the possibility of taking more record-250

ings in different experimental conditions within a single cell (e.g. drug concentrations35,36 or tem-251

peratures37), leading to datasets that are more consistent, and therefore of higher quality. These252

datasets will result in more accurate mathematical descriptions of ionic currents in these different253

conditions. The approach we have presented allows more predictive mathematical models of ion254

channel kinetics to be formulated, which will lead to more accurate predictions of ion currents in255

different organ systems.256
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4 Online Methods379

4.1 Experimental methods380

4.1.1 Cell Culture381

Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells stably expressing Kv11.1 were used in the patch clamp exper-382

iments performed in this study. Cells were cultured in Ham’s F12 nutrient mix containing 5% fetal383

bovine serum and maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2.384

4.1.2 Electrophysiology Solutions385

The bath solution was composed of: NaCl (137 mM), KCl (4 mM), MgCl2 (1 mM), HEPES (10 mM),386

glucose (10 mM), and CaCl2 (1.8 mM). The pH of the solution was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH.387

Borosilicate glass micropipettes were pulled and fire polished to final tip resistances of approxi-388

mately 2–5 MΩ when filled with pipette solution containing: KCl (130 mM), MgCl2 (1 mM), HEPES389

(10 mM), EGTA (5 mM), and MgATP (5 mM). pH of the solution was adjusted to 7.2 with KOH.390

All experiments were performed at room temperature (21–22°C). Using this temperature and the391

composition of the bath and pipette solutions, a K+ reversal potential of approximately -88.4 mV392

was calculated using the Nernst potential (equation (8)), the exact value depending on the particular393

temperature of each experimental recording.394

4.1.3 Recording Techniques395

Current recordings were made using an Axopatch 200B amplifier in whole-cell patch clamp mode.396

Data acquisition was performed using pClamp 10 software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, USA).397

The protocols were first created as text files and then converted to .abf stimulus files to make398

corresponding .pro protocol files in the pClamp 10 software. A CV 203BU amplifier headstage399

and a Digidata 1440A were used. A Sutter MP225 micromanipulator was used for positioning of400

the microelectrode. The current signal was sampled at a rate of 10 kHz. 75–80% series resistance401

compensation was applied and data were 5 kHz low pass Bessel filtered by the hardware. No402

software filtering was applied. Whole-cell capacitance compensation was applied electronically.403

Leak subtraction was applied offline by using a 50 ms leak step to allow correction. To make a series404

of successive recordings using different protocols on the same cell, the pClamp “Sequencing Keys”405

tool was utilized, with a .sks file detailing the sequence the protocols should be performed in.406

4.2 Experimental Protocols407

For each cell we recorded a series of standard voltage-step protocols, a protocol comprised of a408

series of action potentials and the sine wave protocol, as shown schematically in Figure 1B. In all409

protocols the holding potential was initially held at −80 mV before applying a 50 ms leak step to410

−120 mV before returning back to −80 mV, with this step being used to estimate the leak current (as411

described in Section 4.3). Note that the ‘standard’ voltage-step protocols we have used to test our412

approach are shorter than some of those which have previously been used to calibrate mathematical413

models (with fewer test voltages/timings used) in order to perform them all in a single cell, with and414

without dofetilide subtraction, so a ‘traditional approach’ would take longer than the experiment415

performed here, perhaps requiring multiple cells. The voltage step to −120 mV at the end of all the416

protocols ensures that channels close quickly, reducing the time needed between protocols to regain417

a steady closed state.418
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Protocol 0 — Repeated activation step419

Before the start of each set of recordings on each cell an activation step protocol with a start-to-start420

interval of 12 seconds was repeated several times until consistent currents were observed on each421

repeat. From an initial holding potential of −80 mV, this protocol comprised a 5 s step to 10 mV422

followed by a 5 s step to −50 mV before returning again to a holding potential of −80 mV. This423

protocol is depicted in Supplementary Figure A1. We repeated this protocol while dofetilide was424

added (see Figure 1B) and the current traces recorded from this protocol were used to assess when425

a steady level of dofetilide block had been reached.426

Protocols 1,2 — Activation Kinetics427

After the initial period at holding potential incorporating the −120 mV leak step, a step to Vstep1428

followed and was held at that voltage for Tstep ms, before a step to −120 mV for 2.5 s, before429

returning to holding potential of −80 mV for 1 second. The protocol was repeated 6 times with a430

different Tstep on each repeat. Tstep took the values of 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 and 1000 ms.431

• For Protocol 1, Vstep1 is 0 mV. This protocol is depicted in Supplementary Figure A2.432

• For Protocol 2, Vstep1 is +40 mV. This protocol is depicted in Supplementary Figure A3.433

Protocol 3 — Steady-State Activation434

From the initial period at holding potential incorporating the −120 mV leak step, a step to Vstep435

was applied for 5 seconds, followed by a 1 s step to −40 mV, before a 500 ms step to −120 mV, and436

then returning back to holding potential for one second. This process was repeated 7 times with a437

different Vstep on each repeat. Vstep ranged from −60 mV to +60 mV in 20 mV increments. This438

protocol is depicted in Figure 4A (left column).439

Protocol 4 — Inactivation440

From the initial period at holding potential incorporating the −120 mV leak step, a step to 50 mV441

for 600 ms, and a step to −90 mV for 60 ms, followed by a step to Vstep for 150 ms, before a 500 ms442

step to −120 mV, and a 1 s step back to holding potential of −80 mV; This was repeated 16 times443

with a different Vstep on each repeat. Vstep ranged from −100 mV to 50 mV in 10 mV increments.444

This protocol is depicted in Figure 4A (middle column).445

Protocol 5 — Deactivation446

From the initial period at holding potential incorporating the −120 mV leak step, a step to 50 mV447

for 2 s was applied, followed by a step to Vstep for 6 s, before a 500 ms step to −120 mV, and then448

returning back to holding potential for one second. This process was repeated 9 times with a449

different Vstep on each repeat. Vstep ranged from −120 mV to −40 mV in 10 mV increments. This450

protocol is depicted in Figure 4A (right column).451

Protocol 6 — Action Potentials452

This protocol was formed by combining a series of different simulated action potentials from the453

Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab38 (and we added some simulated action potentials where early454

after depolarizations and delayed after depolarizations had been induced). The range of models we455

used for the simulations encompassed different cell types and species, the action potentials were456
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shifted slightly so that their resting potentials were exactly −80 mV (see the Supplementary Code457

for full details and code to reproduce this protocol).458

Protocol 7 — Sine Wave Protocol459

The training protocol took the form of 250 ms at holding potential of −80 mV, followed by a 50 ms460

leak step to −120 mV, and then 200 ms back at −80 mV. This was followed by a 1 s step to 40 mV,461

and a 500 ms step to −120 mV, before returning to −80 mV for 1 second. The 3.5 s sine wave462

portion of the protocol then followed (the form of which is described below), before a 500 ms step463

to −120 mV, and a return to −80 mV for 1 s.464

The sine wave portion of the protocol takes the form of a sum of three sine waves as shown in465

Equation 1.466

V (t) = −30 +A1 sin(2πω1(t− 2500)) +A2 sin(2πω2(t− 2500)) +A3 sin(2πω3(t− 2500)), (1)

where A1 = 54 mV, A2 = 26 mV, A3 = 10 mV, ω1 = 0.007/(2π), ω2 = 0.037/(2π) and ω3 =467

0.19/(2π), and t is time measured in milliseconds.468

The protocol was initially designed with just the −120 mV leak step and not the additional469

steps to 40 mV and −120 mV (which were included after preliminary experiments as described in470

Supplementary Material A2.1) and so the sine wave was shifted by −2500 ms (as shown in equation471

(1)) to begin at the same phase after we incorporated the additional steps.472

All of the protocols described in this section were adjusted on the amplifier to account for473

the liquid junction potential which was calculated to be 4.1 mV from the ionic composition of our474

physiological solutions which are described in Section 4.1.2. The liquid junction potential was475

calculated using the junction potential calculator in the pClamp software.476

4.3 Leak Correction477

We used the leak-step from −80 mV to −120 mV in order to leak-correct the experimental data,478

according to:479

Icorrected = Iraw − V/Rleak. (2)

Leak subtraction was performed using a MatLab script written for this purpose. We identified the480

most appropriate Rleak value to minimize the difference between the mean current value during481

the leak step (to −120 mV) compared to the mean value at a holding potential of −80 mV, whilst482

ensuring that the trace was not over-corrected (which would result in negative currents during the483

initial stages of activation). We manually selected leak resistances to correct the current evoked by484

the sine wave protocol in both vehicle and dofetilide conditions. We then applied this leak resistance485

to the remaining protocols performed in the same condition on each cell. The mean current during486

the −80 mV step was calculated from 200 ms of the −80 mV holding period before the −120 mV487

leak step (not including the capacitive spike at the point at which the step occurs). The baseline488

current at a holding potential of −80 mV was then adjusted back to 0 nA with a constant additive489

current if required.490

4.4 Dofetilide Subtraction491

In preliminary work in HEK cells we observed that our sine wave protocols could elicit endogenous492

currents, potentially interfering with the predictive ability of the resulting mathematical models.493

To overcome this technical issue we first constrained the design of the sine wave protocol so that494

only voltages within a physiological range of −120 mV to +60 mV were explored. In addition, we495
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repeated all the voltage protocols described above both in vehicle conditions and in the presence496

of 0.3µM dofetilide. We then subtracted the currents remaining in the presence of the moderate497

dose of dofetilide from those recorded in the vehicle to remove any contribution of endogenous498

currents (and to produce what we refer to as ‘dofetilide subtracted’ data). Prior to performing499

this subtraction, we first leak subtracted both the vehicle and dofetilide recordings individually, as500

described above.501

The required dose of dofetilide was obtained by serial dilution. Dofetilide was first dissolved502

in Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) before being added to the bath solution to produce the required503

concentrations.504

We observed that the levels of endogenous currents the protocols elicited varied from cell to cell505

(and were generally much lower in the CHO cells used in this study than in the HEK cells used506

in pilot studies). It may not always be necessary for dofetilide subtraction to be performed on the507

data, but we applied this method nonetheless to generate a gold-standard dataset.508

4.5 Deriving I–V Curves and Time constant-V Curves509

To derive time constant-voltage relationships from experimental data and simulated data traces,510

we used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with a tolerance of 10−6 within Clampfit v10.5. To511

derive the instantaneous inactivation time constant curves shown in Figure 4 (inactivation column,512

row D) we fitted a single a single exponential to the current responses during the 150 ms Vstep, as513

defined in the inactivation protocol (Pr4) description above.514

To produce the deactivation and recovery from inactivation rate time constant–voltage relation-515

ship for the experimental data traces, we fitted a triple exponential through the experimental data516

trace from the deactivation protocol (Pr 5). The section of the data used for fitting is the current517

in response to the 6 second Vstep. Both this region of experimental data used for fitting and that518

for the instantaneous inactivation time constant described above are highlighted in row B of Figure519

4. The fastest time constant from the triple exponential fit to each test step corresponded to the520

recovery from inactivation time constant. We then used the weights of the remaining two time con-521

stants from each triple exponential fit to produce a single weighted time constant for deactivation39.522

To derive the deactivation and recovery from inactivation time constants from simulated data we523

fitted a double exponential through the current in response to the 6 second Vstep section of the524

deactivation protocol. Again, we used the faster time constant as the recovery from inactivation525

time constant and the slower time constant as that for deactivation.526

To produce the peak current-voltage relationship for the steady state activation protocol for the527

simulated data traces we wrote MatLab code to identify the peak current in the region between528

5.6292 and 5.7292 seconds on each sweep of the protocol, which corresponds to the current response529

just after the 5 second Vstep when the voltage is stepped to −40 mV. We then normalized the peak530

current data to the maximum overall peak identified in this region to produce the current-voltage531

relationship curve. For the simulated data we wrote a MatLab script (for additional details see532

Supplementary Code) to identify the peak-current voltage relationship for this protocol but for the533

experimental traces we verified these peak points manually to avoid incorrect peaks being identified534

due to noise or capacitive effects. We also identified the peak currents in the currents evoked by535

the activation kinetics protocols manually for the same reason. In the activation kinetics protocol536

we identified the peak currents during the Vstep for each interval of Tstep duration.537
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4.6 Mathematical Model Equations538

The system of ordinary differential equations underlying the mathematical model structure shown539

in Figure 3B is as follows;540

dC

dt
= −(k1 + k3)C + k2O + k4IC, (3)

541

dO

dt
= −(k2 + k3)O + k1C + k4IO, (4)

542

dIO

dt
= −(k2 + k4)IO + k3O + k1IC, (5)

where543

IC = 1− C −O − IO. (6)

The eight parameters P1 to P8 determine the rates k1 to k4 as shown in Figure 3B. The current,544

IKr, is modeled with a standard Ohmic expression:545

IKr = GKrO (V − EK) , (7)

where GKr is the maximal conductance, EK is the Nernst potential for potassium ions, and O is546

the open probability, given by the solution to the system of equations above. EK is calculated from547

the ratio of ion concentrations on each side of the cell membrane:548

EK =
RT

zF

(
[K]out

[K]in

)
. (8)

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, F is the Faraday constant, z is the valency549

of the ions (in this case 1), and [K] represents the concentration of potassium ions. Note that this550

expression has a temperature dependence, and the temperature of the bath was recorded for each551

cell and used in relevant simulations.552

All simulations were performed in MatLab. Mex functions were used to define and simulate553

each hERG channel model with CVODE40 used to solve the systems of differential equations, with554

both absolute and relative tolerances set to 10−8. Code is available to download as described at the555

end of the main manuscript.556

4.7 Parameter Inference557

Parameters were estimated using a Bayesian Inference scheme similar to that described in Johnstone558

et al.41. Here we outline the likelihood function formulation. In Supplementary Material A2 we559

give details of how this likelihood is used to generate a posterior distribution for the parameter set.560

4.7.1 Likelihood formulation561

For an observed experimental recording which we will denote y, we can infer the probability of dif-562

ferent combinations of model parameters θ. Bayes’ rule underpins this approach which is expressed563

as564

P (θ|y) =
P (y|θ)P (θ)

P (y)
(9)

P (θ|y) is a probability density that encodes our belief that the parameters of the model are in a565

neighborhood of θ after observing the experimental data y, and is termed the posterior probability566

density. P (y|θ) is the probability density that corresponds to the probabilistic generation of the567
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experimental data y given a model parameterized with parameters θ. P (θ) encapsulates our beliefs568

about θ before observing any experimental data and is termed the prior distribution (details of the569

prior that we used are in Supplementary Material A2.2). P (y) is a normalizing term which is the570

integral of all possible probabilities P (y|θ) and ensures that the posterior density P (θ|y) integrates571

to 1. In practice this normalizing term is calculated by572

P (y) =

∫
P (y|θ)P (θ)dθ. (10)

A Bayesian inference approach to parameter estimation combines beliefs about the parameters in the573

prior distribution P (θ) with the likelihood P (y|θ) to determine the posterior probability distribution574

P (θ|y).575

We define the likelihood576

L(θ|y) = P (y|θ) (11)

to insist on the fact that we consider it as a function of θ, with y kept fixed at the observation577

values. Bayes’ rule (in Equation (9)) can be rewritten in terms of likelihood as578

P (θ|y) ∝ P (θ)L(θ|y). (12)

When the prior distribution is assumed to be uniform (as it is in this study), we can make inferences579

based on just the likelihood, as the prior P (θ) is either constant or zero. If a proposed parameter580

is outside our chosen prior then likelihood is 0 and we simply record that this parameter set has a581

likelihood of 0 and propose another parameter set.582

We assume that the errors at each time point are independent and so the conditional probability583

density of observing the whole experimental trace from time sample 0 to time sample T given the584

model parameter set θ is585

L(θ|y) =

T∏
t=0

P (yt|θ). (13)

We assume that the experimental noise is independently and normally distributed with a mean586

of zero and variance of σ2. The likelihood is then expressed as587

L(θ|y) =
T∏
t=0

N (yt|ft(θ), σ2) =
T∏
t=0

1√
2πσ2

exp

(
−(yt − ft(θ))2

2σ2

)
. (14)

In our case ft(θ) is the predicted current at each time point given the parameters, this is given by588

equation (7) after solving the model system (equations (3)–(6)). Calculating equation (14) requires589

the evaluation of the product of many numbers less than 1, so it is more numerically convenient to590

calculate the log-likelihood instead. As our aim is to identify parameter sets θ which maximize the591

likelihood in equation (14), maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood:592

log (L(θ|y)) = −1

2

T∑
t−0

log(2πσ2)− 1

2

T∑
t=0

(yt − ft(θ))2

σ2
. (15)

In practice, the sums over time in equation (15) are formulated so that we exclude time points593

from regions where the data are affected by capacitive spikes. To be precise, we exclude 10 ms594

intervals following step-changes in the imposed voltage clamp. In the sine wave protocol (Pr7) these595

step-changes occur at 0.25 seconds, 0.3 seconds, 0.5 seconds, 1.5 seconds, 2 seconds, 3 seconds, 6.5596

seconds and 7 seconds (spikes are seen in experimental recordings at these times in Figure 2).597
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4.8 Note on Normalization598

Where existing literature model simulations were plotted alongside experimental traces, or one599

experimental trace was compared with another, we first had to normalize to account for differences600

in conductance values and allow clearer comparison. This was achieved by selecting a scaling factor601

for the conductance value for each model simulation (or experimental trace) that minimized the602

square difference between each trace and a reference experimental trace.603

For literature models the reference trace was the experimental current from the action potential604

clamp Pr6. Note this provides a best-case fit for Pr6 all of the models, removing the possibility that605

some models open ‘half as much’ because they have ‘twice the conductance’. For the new model, no606

scaling was applied and conductance was directly fitted to the experimental current from the sine607

wave protocol (along with other parameters).608
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